
First - create a new file with an appropriate name

Grade 4 Project - Asteroid Attack

This challenge will determine whether you are ready to move onto Grade 5. 

The video below, is a game designed in Processing called “Asteroid Attack”, 

which roughly shows the object of the game you will have to make.

● Draw a player circle and an enemy circle on the screen. Ensure you use 

variables for each parameter of the two circles, using sensible naming 

conventions e.g. “playerXPos”.

● Make the player move left & right using the keyboard. 

● Make the enemy move down the screen. 

● Get the enemy to loop back to the top of the canvas after it has reached the 

bottom. This should appear as a smooth transition so the circle must 

completely disappear off the canvas and appear completely off the canvas 

at the top. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/17FMii5C-CNiMb536Rg8fUGYV5StSvBuV/preview


● Implement collision detection between the player and the enemy.

● Design a game over screen that will appear when a collision has 

occurred. The game over screen should then remain there. 

● Make the enemy appear at a random horizontal position after it has 

looped back up to the top. 

● If the player goes off the right side of the screen, it appears back on the left 

side. Similarly, if the player goes off the left side of the screen, it appears 

back on the right side. 

● Add a score in to the game that will increase when you avoid the enemy. 

● Design a health bar for the player that will decrease when a collision has 

occurred. A game over should happen when the health bar reaches zero. 

Hint: Have a look back at the lesson from Grade 4 Unit 2 about the map() 

function. 

● Decide on a concept for your game (e.g. space, a jungle, a magical 

unicorn land, etc.) and design your game around that concept. Use a 

background image and an image for the player and the enemy. (10%)

● Have multiple levels for the game. The level will increase every time your 

score reaches a certain multiple (e.g. every 5 points or every 10 points 

etc.). The difficulty should increase with every level (maybe the enemy 

moves faster or gets bigger?). You can add in any other features you want 

when the level increases also. Maybe the background image changes? 


